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WILLEM BARENTSZ - 

Peter the GREAT 

“What a beautiful river for sailing, but 

By 

VICTORIA 800 

what a pity so little use is made of it”, 

Prince Willem-Alexander said to Ita and me when we 

were introduced to HRH during the pause of a gala 

concert. And right he was.Apart from all the 

impressions of this summers voyage the splendid inland 

waters of Russia remain with you all along. 

In front of me lies a fax from Wladimir Ivankiv of 

St.Petersburg to Chiel Mariin, testifying, together with 

all the pictures | finally sorted out, that we really made 
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wi the one time voyage. For only once you can celebrate 

the 400th anniversary of Willem Barentsz voyage and 

the 300th of Peter the Great at the same time and 

that’s what | am going to tell about. 
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The New 

~ VICTORIA 38 
This yacht will turn heads. A yacht with poise, character 

and presence. A true blue water voyager with real pedigree. 

She is a versatile cruising design that provides the ultimate 

sailing base for long distance voyagers - a modern high 

performance ocean cruiser wrapped in a traditional, 
aesthetically pleasing profile. Possessing a tall, powerful rig, 

low centre of gravity, state of the art Chuck Paine keel, and 

many features aimed at security and long term value - the 

Victoria 38 is the pride of British yacht building. 
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Length Overall 26f, Qin. 7.9 metres 

The Victoria 800 offers a truly delightful combination 

of modern sea-going practicality and nostalgic 

character. Below, her 4 berth layout offers a private 

forward cabin, comfortable saloon, comprehensive 

galley and a separate head, Like all Victoria Yachts, the 
Victoria 800 is the unmistakable hallmark of a true, 

long range, blue water ocean cruising yacht. 
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Length Overall 37. Gin. 11.43 metres 

VicTORIA 34 
MASTER CABIN 
The new Victoria 34 Master Cabin a truly 

delightful combination of seakindliness and 
owner's luxury, She inspires confidence both 
under sail and power with a long keel 

providing excellent responsiveness and 
directional stability. Length Overall 44ft. fin. 1h44 metres 

‘ees FRANCES 34 
PILOT HOUSE 

A genuine pilot house yacht designed for serious cruising people. 

A versatile cruising design that retains all the delightful sailing 

characteristics of her sistership, the Victoria 34. 

The pilot house area has full internal steering and controls, a half 

Admiralty chart table and full size, comfortable sea berths. 

  

Y VIcTORIA YACHTS 
Victoria Yachts Limited, Shore Road, Warsash, Hampshire $031 9FR, England. Fax: 01489 885340. http://www.marinedata.co.uk/victoria 

01489 885400 
The Victoria Range: VICTORIA 800 * VICTORIA 30 * VICTORIA 34 * VICTORIA 38. The Frances Range: FRANCES 26 * FRANCES 34 * FRANCES 38 

Contact VICTORIA BROKERAGE for used VICTORIA YACHTS * VICTORIA REPAIRS & SERVICE for TOTAL SUPPORT 

     



Rather soon after the 1994 voyage, first to Archangelsk 

and then St.Petersburg by Russian inland waters, a 

committee in commemoration of Czar Peter the Great 

asked us to organise a voyage to St.Petersburg in 1996. 

Since it also happened to be 400 years ago that Willem 

Barentsz attempted to find the northern passage for the 

third time, followed by the well-known and fatal 

hibernation on Nova Zembla, it only seemed logical to 

combine the two facts and to set on foot a similar 

voyage as in 1994 . Moreover we assumed the Russians 

to be used to foreign yachts by now, resulting in 

obtaining travel permits much easier, which appeared to 

be a mistake. Not that we expected the Russians being 

keen to welcome us again, but we assumed the ‘94 

voyage might have broken the ice. Eventually permission 

to navigate the Belomoro-Baltiskiy canal came off only 

when most yachts were already underway. 

But let me first introduce the organising committee: 

Michiel Mariln, Karel Fros, Alphons Bodewes and your 

author, Daan Gunnink. 

A more or less chronological account of a long voyage 

by sail has to start with the preparations. This account 

will mainly be about our Victoria 34 the “Volemar van 

Campen” and her crew, supplemented by some 

organisatory data. 

Because of a cold spring the boat got into the water late. 

But rigging and sails didn't need much care. Just a good 

jib was added, which could be hanked to a removable 

inner forestay. GPS, log and depth sounder were already 

fitted. A navtex receiver was installed but, as ever, most 

time went into stowing supplies and victuals. 

On the 4th of June my crew Cees van Beelen and | left 

from our home port Ketelhaven for West-Terschelling to 

sail for Lerwick from there. Visibility was bad and you 

could hear the homecoming Urker fishing boats before 

you saw them. Wind was variable, in strength as well as 

direction, On watch, in the middle of the night, with wind 

aft in bad visibility something chafed the topsides and a 

wet rag almost hit my face. It gave me a start, but it was 

just a pole from a fishing net. Had | wanted to hit it 

steering by hand,| might not have succeeded, but the 

Monitor vane knew faultlessly how to find it. What a 

helmsman it is. 

After all we didn’t reach Lerwick because of 

thunderstorms all around us and extremely variable 

winds. The forecasted southerlies didn’t turn up, all we 

had were headwinds and calms, be it that visibility had 

improved. After two days we were closer to Norway 

than Lerwick. We were caught in the centre of a high and 

motoring we slowly drew nearer to the Norwegian 

coast. Later the weather became more changeable and 

we shifted from full sail to a deep reef several times. Rain 

and sunshine repeatedly changed. We sailed behind 

Karm’y and finally reached Haugesund in the middle of 

the night and pouring rain. We found a berth at the 

hospitable Rica Maritim hotel, where we recognised, 

from last years North Sea Triangle, the friendly lady 

behind the counter, as she did us. Customs were easy on 

us and our slightly too big liquor store. We spent 

another day in pouring rain and paid a visit to Sverre 

Hauge, the Tourist Board chairman and also an 

acquaintance of the Triangle, by whom we suddenly were 

saddled with a journalist. In the evening we had a drink in 

Tilikum’s cockpit. She’s from Enkhuizen. Temperature was 

only 7° C., but there was sun till very late. It was the 

famous long lasting light of the northern latitudes. 

On Friday the I4th of June we left Haugesund for 

Rorvik. It took us four days and a half in winds that were 

changing all the time in strength and direction. The only 

event that shook the routine of putting in and out reefs 

was the warning of a nice white “Guard ship” to change 

course because of a cable-ship. 

The weather forecast promised a northerly gale, so we 

stayed in Rarvik for a day. In fact we had to because | 

didn’t feel like going up the mast in a force 8 to clear the 

main halyard; it's worse enough in a dead calm. Another 

reason for calling at Rorvik was a leaking water tank, of 

well-known French make. It even appeared that the tank 

on the other side was leaking as well. We replaced both 

and stored a reserve. 

From a telephone box Dutch telecom’s ‘scope card” 

provided a quick connection with my wife, who stayed at 

friends in Canada. Later, in Russia | often remembered 

that slightly dirty and colourless telephone box, 

inconspicuously put down in a corner, but offering the 

possibility to telephone to Canada and have the bill 

offered in Holland later. What a difference with Russia. 

 



  

It's a monotonous story but the wind stayed in the north 

and behind the islands we motored on. Cold it was too 

and showery, the auto pilot doing the job and we taking 

care of the books we hadn't thus taken with us for 

nothing. The next evening we berthed alongside a 

fisherman and with part of the family we had a drink in the 

beautiful clear evening atmosphere. They told us that 

summer had yet to come and that a persistent northerly 

current was keeping temperatures far too low. They 

offered us fresh herring which was expertly fried by Cees. 

By the way, this day we passed the polar circle. 

The next day, Saturday the 22th we called at Bodo were 

we saluted Joke and Wolter Smit, who arrived two days 

before with “Mustang”. Behind us “Abel Tasman” was 

berthed, bound for Spitsbergen. There was lively traffic by 

Cessna sea-planes, which simply took off and landed in the 

harbour and moored just behind us. So we stayed in the 

cockpit, despite the 9° C and the chilly wind from the 

north. Anna, a student, was still there as “harbour hostess” 

and would take you wherever you wanted with her small 

car. VVhen my cousin Co arrived by plane, we left his heavy 

kit bag at the airport where Anna picked it up. Where 

would you find service like that in Holland. 

Our next goal was Svolvaer on the Lofoten. It was cold 

but it was on a course that could be made and we berthed 

at the same jetty as in 1994. Sea-planes once more, fitting 

the rugged and inaccessible countryside very well. The 

replica of a square-rigged Baltic trader was there to be 

admired. That morning the “Oostzee” came in. The former 

East-German navy tug-boat was bought by the Bulthuis 

brothers for making long trips with paying guests. 

On the way to Harstadt we visited the Trollfjord, a narrow 

gap in the high mountains where sailing was made difficult 

by a hard and chilly wind.A lowering sky delivered one 

shower after another. The rapid rises and drops of the 

barometer were indeed a new phenomenon to me. We 

encountered the “Stromhella” from Jikke and Bart ten 

Berge and after a chat on channel 77 both ships once 

more entered their own shower. We stayed for a day in 

Harstadt, a place of little interest, without the promised 

old sailing ships rally. So we left for Tromso, a town 

qualified as “the most northerly in the world”, to which 

everything is applicable, from university to whatever you 

want. But without doubt, it’s a nice town where you can 

buy whatever you need. We stocked ourselves with gas 

and food and although there still was quite a stretch of 

Norway to go, felt that the expedition now really had 

come to a take-off. 

A less pretty side of Tromso was the sharp headwind and 

the 5° C temperature when we arrived, but temperatures 

were exceptional anyway that year. In a local museum a 

diorama showed the clubbing of young seals, a text stating 

that this was done in a humane way. It’s some point of 

view. 

Alongside the “Oostzee’”, in an inlet near Hamna we 

swinged with her on the changing wind. Hopefully we 

looked at the sky, longing for a day under sail. No way, the 

wind staying north-easterly all we could was motor sailing 

or motoring when there was no wind at all. The 

resemblance’s with winter sports were obvious due to the 

cold and the wind in one’s face. | was wearing a ski-suit 

under my oilies and had taken a pair of snow-goggles 

which did good service, not only preventing my eyes 

watering but keeping my face a bit warm as well. 

Keeping close to the isles on the way to the North Cape 

wasn't wise, we could have remembered from our “94 trip. 

There's no surf to depower the waves so they get to the 

cost unhindered and are fully reflected, creating a confused 

wave pattern where it is hard to get through. 

On Thursday the 4th of July we entered Hammerfest, a 

special town because of lying so northerly, but not 

particularly pretty. It was devastated in the war by German 

scorched earth tactics and hastily rebuilt thereafter in a 

style lacking fantasy. Again we replace a water tank, 

perfunctorily produced by the French. 

North Cape 

On Sunday the 7th of July we passed the north Cape and 

although this was the second time it really was an 

experience again. We got on, aiming to get to the 

Batsfjordaf, but we were surprised by the strong tide and 

would have had to sail back against it. So we got on to the 

Syltefjord, but not finding there a good place to moor 

went for Vardo, to the jetty of the small fishing boats. The 

“Fox of Hamble” of Dennis and Roxane Reeser was 

already there. The other participants in the voyage 

successively dropped in and once we celebrated Joke's



birthday on “Mustang” all were well acquainted and the 

feeling of solidarity emerged that you need for a voyage in 

which you depend on each other. 

Vardo is like homecoming for the Dutch for it is the three 

time base of Willem Barentsz’s expeditions. Walking the 

quays a Willem Barentsz brass memorial can be observed 

beside the Town Hall, fixed to a rock. Two years ago some 

of us saw it being unveiled. The local sailing club invited us 

for a drink and a very animated buffet. 

All along the coast and not just at Vardo my attention was 

drawn by the small number of small fishing boats. There 

were far less than two years ago. Has the fish gone or is 

fishing taken over by the Russian trawlers. We saw several 

of them at the fish processing factories and were told that 

50 ton catches are quite usual. Will there be any fish left is 

what one asks oneself. 

We got to our last stop in Norway, Vadso. Here our 

contact man lived, wha had arranged a reception by the 

mayor in the town hall, accompanied by food and drink. It 

felt as if one really had achieved something just by sailing 

for some while. But they don't see many yachts, so maybe 

we were a bit special. 

Vadso’s mooring is a little exposed so we shifted a couple 

of times. The wind was variable once again in direction and 

strength and no,! promised not to talk about it anymore. 

Back to the mayor. Mr. Aage Noren, whom we met in ‘94 

had been replaced by a woman. In the years that went by 

there had been elections and that's the way it goes with 

elected mayors. Fortunately we had counted on these 

receptions and had taken presents. Being the lucky one to 

hand them to the mayor, she kissed me. Isn't that a place 

which knows how to receive it’s guests. 

Our friend Waling Gorter, who lives near Vadso, told us he 

was very busy in organising the commemoration of Italia’s 

flight, Italia being General Nobile's Italian airship which 

tried to reach the North pole in 1926. The airship crashed 

and only part of the crew survived. The mast at which the 

airship moored is still there and is maintained by the town 

as a symbol of their ties to the big aviation. More 

important probably is that Amundsen with “Norge” 

moored at this pole as well.And that was a successful 

expedition as you will know. 

AtVadso my cousin Co disembarked and flew back ta 

Holland. Fortunately the last participant was met there, 

Chiel Mariin’s “Lacatrine” who sailed from Holland in an 

improbable short time. “Tadorna” went home after all 

kinds of set-backs and would sail to St.Petersburg later. 

Arjen Blanke’s “Ariodanta” was forced to go home as well 

by a broken reverse gear. 

Convoy to Murmansk 

Tuesday July | 6th we really started our voyage to Russia. 

Double reefed and under storm jib we made seven knots 

to Murmansk. It was 7° C. and | tried to imagine how it 

must have been aboard the war convoy ships, sailing to 

Murmansk in wintertime in temperatures far below zero. 

Feeling the threat of submarines and fighters all the time. It 

was quite an experience to be there.   
There was a floating jetty made ready for us. It was a good 

spot to lie there, the sun shining from a blue sky.A guide 

took us on the bus to show us the surroundings and told 

  

that Murmansk was only built in 1916, when the Germans 

had closed the Baltic and the Turks the Black Sea. The 

mouth of the Kola river then was the only remaining ice- 

free piece of coast of the north of Russia.A railway from 

  

St.Petersburg to Murmansk was built and the harbour was 

built in a very short time. The pre-war wooden houses 

were all destroyed during the war and replaced by stone - 

flats, grouped on the mountain slopes that surround the 

harbour. From a distance they looked all-right, but a closer 

view revealed the lack of maintenance, the usual dreary 

  

Sight. 

After filling in two crew lists for the customs, who showed 

up with a complete platoon, we were allowed to leave. 

Sailing upriver we once more saw the ship-graveyards, 

apparently being the usual way to get rid of the smaller 

vessels. Just sail into another wreck and open the sea- 

cocks. A gloomy sight indeed. Two large funnels on a 

slender hull, it’s fore-part on land and it's stern 

underwater, made a steam-age descent presumable. Several 

breaking-up yards, for ships still worth breaking up, didn’t 

make the bank scenery any more cheerful. Being free of 

ice Murmansk of course is the big navy harbour in the 

north. All kinds of warships could be seen here and one of 

them, a large nuclear submarine, recognisable by a large 

torpedo shaped body at it’s stern, kept in sight of our fleet 

all day. From Russia with love?



  

Archangelsk 

Just west of the entrance to the White Sea the warm and 

cold Gulf-stream meet. Thick fog is common here and we 

realised how lucky we were in ‘94, having clear weather 

then. But in the White Sea we met clear and crispy 

weather, the first being the most important. We all 

anchored behind Sosnovets Island and waited there for the 

yachts that were sailing towards us from Archangelsk. 

When they didn’t appear we weighed anchor and Chie! 

asked the Coast Guard in his best Russian to let the 

Archangelsk sailing club know we were on our way. They 

confirmed, but later we learned nothing was passed on. 

Soon we were not surprised any more by things going that 

way. 

The coast, already in sight for a long time, became clearer 

and gave me the same feeling as two years ago, Didn't | 

know this, hadn't | seen this before? After the snow 

covered, rugged Norwegian rocks and Murmansk’s low, 

forest covered hills, this again was the flat Archangelsk 

coast. The reed bordered banks, the willow groves along 

the wide river and the knowledge that long ago our 

ancestors went here for trade, made this part of Russia 

familiar and peaceful. 

A night at anchor in the river mouth was a very special 

experience, if it hadn't been for those bloody gnats. 

When we were cleared by the customs the next day and 

permitted to go, we went, giving a fright to the police boat 

which had been keeping an eye on us from the other side 

of the river all the time. They couldn’t weigh anchor 

quickly enough and put on their siren, a disagreeable and 

gloomy sound. We went over to them and before | was 

able to tell the customs had permitted us to go, there was 

a deluge of Russian and finally the captain pointed at the L 

signal flag: You should stop your vessel instantly. How good 

this was, being given a signal by flag for the first time. 

We went on to Archangesk, it's silhouette already showing. 

There again was the big square T.V. tower. Good to be 

back. We were given a berth along the same L-shaped jetty 

as before. Cees moved to the “Tarka” and Ciska, Ita and a 

befriended couple from the “Mustang” arrived by plane. 

Our man around here, Sergej Zvyagin has a photo 

exhibition of Sail Amsterdam. 

On “fleet day” we practised manoeuvring together under 

sail,a preparation for St.Petersburg. With the result we 

were very content and we celebrated aboard. At night 

there were fireworks let off, or better discharged on the 

adjacent jetty. After a heavy explosion soldiers fired off 

signal pistols and after that some others with machine 

guns fired off blanks with lots of noise and long tongues of 

fire. We were watching it from the roof of the cabin of the 

“Oostzee” and got so much engaged in all this noise and 

fire that we got our signal pistol and also fired a couple of 

rounds. What an experience and how could all this be 

allowed in Russia. 

Next day there was going to be a press conference in the 

government building. When there still was no press after 

quite some time we got back to the boats and changed. In 

the meantime the “Prinses Margriet” had come in too. 

Everyone who ever visited Terschelling knows this ship. It 

is serving as a hotel-ship for the pupils of the school of 

navigation. For the first time in a long time she has been 

made ready for sea and crewed with volunteers and pupils 

for a trip to Nova Zembla. 

Archangelsk has a rich history and by way of a visit to a 

museum and the ald part of town, with wooden houses 

and unpaved roads we got an impression of how it looked 

shortly before the war. Images of a still earlier period were 

shown in Solombola, where the first settlements of the 

Dutch and the English could be found. Wooden houses, 

unfortunately on one side and out of repair showed how 

living was in the 16th and |7th century. By lack of means 

everything stayed like it used to be, the strength of the 

wood permitting. The character of the scenery is that of a 

Dutch river landscape, traversed by reed and willow 

hemmed canals. But the town is advancing upon this old 

landscape and it’s future is uncertain. There are plans for 

preserving this old part as a museum, but the money is 

lacking. Alexander Davydov was explaining everything to 

us. As a historian he was well entrusted to that. 

Sailing down the Dvina the “Prinses Margriet” took over 

and wished us a good journey by waving hands and a blow 

on her horn. 

The White Sea not only offered us dizzy making shifty 

winds, but also a 3,5 knot foul tide at night. Besides, 

extensive eddies would take your boat off course.



The monastery on the Solovetski islands was impressive. 

Since 1920 it had been used as a penal settlement, but 

now was being restored. For a couple of years it was 

Russian orthodox again and now even some monks were 

reviving monastic life. We made a trip to the nearby island 

Bolshoi Zayatsky, with it’s mysterious labyrinth’s and by bus 

and row-boat a wonderful trip along the smallest 

imaginable roads and prettiest small lakes. 

On the north bank of the island in 1826 a church was built 

on the Sekirnaya hill, with a light-beacon on its tower. 

Although it was a pity the gnats were such a nuisance, 

beautiful it certainly was. 

We had been accompanied by three Russian boys, all 

speaking English very well, who afterwards had a drink 

aboard our boat. They were very interested in all the 

equipment aboard “Volcmar’” and commented they now 

knew what to dream about. 

With a suitcase-trolley and a canister | got water from a 

public tap in a shed nearby the monastery. Sometimes 

inhabitants from the surrounding houses, fetching water 

with buckets on a yoke would keep you waiting. In this 

place motorbikes with side-cars were a much wanted and 

handy way of transport, fast and manoeuvrable enough to 

avoid the many holes and mudpools in the unpaved roads. 

With the wind on our quarter we sailed to Belomorsk, 

where we quickly went through the first lock. We made 

fast alongside a large barge. The “canals capitan’s” office 

was near the lock and when we went there to pay we 

were told we hadn't yet paid the extra fare in 1994.We 

spent the day making telephone calls until ic appeared we 

did pay, which was more of a surprise for them than for 

us. Making the calls was done for us by Alexander Galitsky, 

who together with Sergej Zvyagin also sailed with us in 

1994 and thus was already an old acquaintance. We were 

also very much supported by Alexander Davidoff, who 

accompanied us with his wife and two daughters, “my two 

flowers”, on “Invotis”. 

When some young inhabitants became a bit reckless we 

called the police. They quickly quieted them and got them 

out of the way.At night we kept watch with two man at a 

time. Tea was ready in “Oostzee’’s wheel-house. Nothing 

happened, nobody was seen but the night was beautiful. My 

watch was in the early morning hours, when mist hovered 

over the water and early birds fluttered ghostly through 

the haze. 

After some telephone calls the passage-fare for the yachts 

was agreed upon, but our tug-boat “Oostzee” was 

regarded as a commercial vessel and had to pay $2500, We 

had the gift of the gab, told them in Holland motor yachts 

always looked like tug-boats, but couldn't convince them. 

Finally we called our embassy and the consul general in 

St.Petersburg. After a day of negotiations we finally got the 

message: motor yacht: double fare. 

Voyage through the locks 

Wednesday the 7th of August we left for a voyage through 

the locks, twelve up and seven down. Altogether we were 

to go up and down 31 locks. Sometimes things were going 

all too quickly, the water spilling into the lock-chamber 

ferociously. Still we all got through without damage. 

Going down in the lock-chamber used to be going far 

more quietly. “Provenets Staircase” took us quickly to Lake 

Onega height by means of four double locks. Before the 

last locks we were passing through small lakes with lots of 

small islands, densely covered with conifer trees. It was a 

yachting area one could only dream of, but no a boat to be 

seen.After a restless night at anchor we reached 

Petrozavodsk, Karelia’s capital. The name means Peter's 

workshop. The broad boulevard and wide planted streets 

gave the town an elegant air. We visited an exhibition on 

Holland and were welcomed by a representative of the 

town government. Jolly to see there a print of a former 

cigar factory in Kampen. It appeared we had been 

expected the day before, so unfortunately the consul from 

St.Petersburg had to return empty handed. We naturally 

visited the Polar Odyssey wharf, which had been replaced 

to grounds where a maritime centre is planned, with a 

museum and an open air exhibition.A couple of 30 metre 

ships were being built, one of them a German commission. 

The heavy frames were only laminated from thin planks. 

They looked very solid. 

Whatever we tried, we didn’t succeed in getting to Kishi, 

the archipelago with the famous church with its 22 “onion” 

towers, with our own boats. Instead we went to the main 

island on the hydrofoil, at high speed. Because we bought a 

photo book from the captain, Ita and | were allowed to  



  

experience the landing at Kishi from the cockpit. Very 

special and very quick those boats are, with their two 

1000 HP motors. 

When we later resumed our voyage, the authorities 

obliged us to keep strictly to one another's wake. 

Apparently they hadn’t yet forgotten our ‘94 sailing, all 

separately and immediately raising sail. Had Peter the 

Great been through this... 

When we were out of sight sails were raised and we 

rather quickly laid back the 75 miles to the River Svir. The 

wind was again shifting all the time and changing in 

strength, but we were used to that by now. 

Lying at anchor in the river mouth, in beautiful weather, a 

police patrol boat was seething at us.A familiar boat Ita 

said and after she passed close by, a familiar captain as 

well. It was the same inspector who two days before 

forced us to anchor by way of penalty because we had 

been sailing on the river. When we later shook hands he 

said grinning sour-sweetly, | recognised you at once. No 

foreign yacht in two years and there you are again. 

We had to make fast at a wooden jetty in Vosnesenye, 

where our pilot was to be replaced. Igor, the new pilot 

who was a former merchant captain and familiar with 

Rotterdam and Dordrecht. Piet, from the “Oostzee”, who 

was born in the one town and had been working in the 

other one for a long time, we immediately liked him. 

The Svir impressed us all the time by being so wide and 

fringed with forests and by its incidental villages. A truly 

first class river for yachting. 

In the meantime we had been experiencing two technical 

difficulties. The motor of “De Drie Gratiin” got overheated 

and the technicians of the “Oostzee” weren't able to solve 

the problem at first. She was being towed by the 

“Oostzee”. Later it turned out chat the heat exchanger 

was stopped up. Our “Volcmar van Campen” experienced 

a broken gear shift cable. Since it couldn't be repaired we 

had to shift gear by pulling at lines. That was all-right be it 

for the cockpit hatch having to be kept open. 

A new cable was available in St.Petersburg. 

From Sveritsa we phoned the Lake Ladoga authority to 

obtain permission to sail by our own boats to the Walaam 

monastery, which is on one of the northern islands.At first 

we were denied this and Chiel, Alphons and Alexander 

cycled to the post-office to make another call. There they 

got the liberating message, permission to go. Who we had 

to thank this for remained entirely obscure, but to the 

Lake Ladoga we went. We covered the 98 miles to Walaam 

in a record breaking time. 

Just past the monastery we found a small bay, surrounded 

by woodland but with a wonderful view of the excellent 

blue monastery domes. We visited the monastery and saw 

that a great deal of the former splendour had been lost. 

Restoring was busily practised, but obviously the money 

for a grand approach was lacking. The monastery used to 

be Finnish, but was part of the Russian orthodox church. 

After the war the border was relocated by the Russians 

and the Lake Ladoga, including Walaam became Russian 

territory. 

The next day we partly sailed around the main island and 

by a narrow fairway found a tiny forest surrounded cove, 

where we anchored. It may have been the most beautiful 

anchor-spot | have ever been. Ve went ashore with the 

Avon and made a long guided walk. The island was densely 

covered with forest a had a lot of small lakes. Altogether it 

was magnificent. In the church we finally listened to a very 

well singing monk quartet. 

We anchored at the entrance of the river Newa, waiting 

for the last yachts. There, all of a sudden the “Lacatrine” 

was on the VHF telling she had been caught in a fishing 

net. The “Oostzee” went to help her. When all was cleared 

we sailed to Petrokrepost and anchored close to the port 

embankment, shortly before the first river bridge. 

When we wanted to leave, on Monday the 26th of August, 

our pilot was told that the bridge wouldn't open because 

the man on one bridge earlier hadn't informed the man on 

this one that we were permitted to go on, so all we could 

do was wait. Fortunately because of the beautiful warm 

weather this was not much of a punishment. Chiel went to 

the village to make a phone call to the consulate and to 

Wladimir lvankiv, an English speaking Russian whom we 

met two years ago and who was coming to help this time 

again. Our pilot Igor was furious and threatened to jump 

overboard. It was just luck he didn’t. Chiel spoke to the



consulate and they said they would do their best. In the 

meantime there were all kinds of parties going on and in 

the evening a big fire was built on the river bank. There 

was plenty of dry wood available. 

Next day we went by bus 440 to the nearby village 

together with Dennis of “Roxane”. It was a place of 

decay and poverty, but on the market there was lots of 

provisions for sale and there was quite some choice. 

Dennis noticed that the Russian champagne, which was 

very agreeable, had risen in price by 200 roubles since 

the day before. They apparently started to pick up things. 

Making phone calls to Holland really was some venture; 

it would take at least one hour. 

After one more bridge we got to the city boundary and 

made fast along the quay, waiting for new pilots and 

darkness, for only then the St.Petersburg bridges were 

opened. Before arriving here we sailed quite some 

stretch on the winding river. Aided by the strong current 

we covered a large distant in a short time, making 9 

knots over the ground. Now and then datsja’s could be 

seen from the river, showing that not everybody was 

having a hard time. Expensive four wheel drives or fat 

BMW's on the drive would leave little reason for 

misunderstanding. 

A nocturnal trip through St.Petersburg really is an 

experience. [he ever widening river branched a couple of 

times and because Peter the Great thought it necessary 

to build on all banks, there's lots of bridges. The 

illuminated town, the large majestic buildings on the bank 

with che floodlighted Hermitage as a culmination point, it 

was all really marvellous. 

All yachts found a place in the Central River Yacht club, 

while the “Oostzee” had it’s own jetty nearby. 

There is of course a lot to be told about St.Petersburg, 

anyone who has been there will agree. Wandering about 

the beautiful buildings of elegant style made you feel like 

being in a metropolis. Of course the town has the same 

endless and uniform residential districts of all Russian 

towns, but the old city built in the river delta was very 

special. 

In the Kirov theatre, decorated in white with lots of 

gold, we saw the opera Carmen. It was crowded, only on 

the “Beletasj” (first floor) were there some seats 

available. 

We were invited to the town hall for a press meeting 

about the Dutch week.When it appeared just Alphons 

was on the list of persons admitted, the fat was in the 

fire. 35 minutes late we arrived at the press meeting. The 

Dutch consul-general, Mr. Henneman gave a speech full of 

ardour, then Alphons told about our voyage. So briefly he 

did this that Wladimir felt called upon to give a further 

explanation about the entire voyage, causing all the press 

  

to burst into applause. 

Admiraalzeilen and Russian bureaucracy 

Still | must tell about a far jess pleasant meeting at the 

town hall. Two days before the admiraalzeilen we were 

asked to come to the town hall. Alphons and | took the 

trolley-bus, which started at the marina and ended at the 

town hall.At nine a most unpleasant meeting started, the 

Russians stating we wanted to make use of there river, 

but with no permit, no permit for this specific river, 

etc.,etc.We felt that had we asked for the price of such - 

permits, a quick deal would have been possible, but we = 

didn’t at all. It took five hours of talking, without even 

having coffee, to obtain permission for the 

admiraalzeilen. We promised nor paid anything. 

Eventually we were in the official program, made by the 

Russians and the Dutch together. Wladimir Ivankiv was 

worth his weight in gold in situations like that. An 

attempt to tell us how to admiraalzeilen was wrecked 

when we showed the beautiful papers prepared by Victor 

de Blocq van Kuffeler. Very precise drawings of the four 

laps we were going to sail on the Newa between the 

two bridges in front of the Hermitage. Early Saturday 

morning we anchored behind the Peter and Paul fortress 

and practised in the afternoon. Sunday saw the official 

event, in the presence of HRH Prince Willem-Alexander. 

Things went reasonably well. Two big Russian yachts took 

part in it and very much enjoyed this way of sailing. 

When the sailing was over Dutch and Russian yachts 

were lying brotherly together and new friendships were 

drunken to.



  

The consul-general invited us to several official events in 

which HRH took part. One of them was the placing of a 

wreath at a cemetery where half a million civilians and 

servicemen lay buried who died during the second world 

war. This was a very impressive event. 

During one of the gala-concerts Ita an | were introduced 

to HRH. Not just us of course, many important country- 

men and in fact the entire organising committee were 

introduced to HRH on several occasions. 

My crew for the return journey had arrived and Ita left 

for Holland by plane. Wladimir would come with us for a 

short holiday in Holland. We most certainly felt he had 

earned that. 

And then we had a return journey which on hindsight 

looks unlikely. Customs kept us waiting in Kronslot, so 

we could only leave at 15.20 GMT on Wednesday the 

I lth of Sepcember. On Sunday at 3.30 GMT we could be 

found in the Gjestehavn of Visby. We left again in the 

course of Monday morning, after refuelling. After an 

afternoon and a night's rest in Rendsburg we sailed into 

Harlingen at 2.15 GMT Sunday morning. When we left 

Visby there had been a NNO 7 forecast, but shortly 

after leaving it turned out be a Bf 9, 44 knots, and we 

were making 5,5 knots under bare poles. Our ship 

behaved excellently and not one single moment we 

regretted to have bought our Victoria 34 “Volcmar van 

Campen”. 

It altogether was an unforgettable journey, unlikely to be 

repeated on a short term given the political situation. I'm 

very glad to have been able to experience this for a 

second time. 

Wladimir lyankiv stayed with us for ten days and then at 

Chiel and Ciska’s and Karel and Hannie's, from where he 

travelled to old acquaintances at Gouda. He went home 

in an old Opel Kadett via the Travem ,nde-Helsinki ferry. 

All yachts brought together money for his home journey. 

From St.Petersburg Wladimir send a fax to Chiel to 

inform about his save arrival and to express his gratitude 

to all who had contributed to his stay in Holland. 

Finally | give Wladimirs address. Might you ever think of 

visiting St.Petersburg, Wladimir is able to arrange 

anything for you. It saves lots of trouble and it is 

inexpensive, he only asks for a moderate compensation. 

Wladimir Ivankiv’s adress: 

Wladimir Ivankiv 

Uchebny Per 6-2-56 

St. Petersburg 194354 

Russia 

Tel: 00 7 812 5107602 

Contributed by Daan Gunnick 

Kindly translated by Dinneman Boagest and his wife.
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SOUTH COAST SOCIAL - |6 FEBRUARY, 1997 

As usual we had a good turnout with the same high standard of refreshments 

donated - Mrs.Willis’s salad deserves special mention. Sam Weller gave us a 

talk on the weather, from his past experience of working at a Weather Station. 

| had heard him give a similar talk to the East Coast Rally the previous year, but 

he had refined it and it was even more interesting. We then had a talk from 

Peter Jordan, who crews for Frank Jacobs on Owler. Peter had been a Coastal 

Pilot and gave us a very interesting insight into the rules and regulations as well 

as some good tales of his experiences. Our thanks to Sam and Peter. 

   

              

   

EAST COAST SOCIAL - 23 MARCH, 1997 

The attendance was even better than is past years and again a very high 

standard of eats were donated. | am sure all those who attend won't 

mind me singling out Pat Ashton for mention as she produces the most 

delicious quiches. It might account for Percy’s happy disposition. The 

talk was given by Robin Knox-Johnson and this was kindly organised by 

Mowbray Whiffen. Again we had a very interesting insight into the 

insurance world, it rules and regulations, its pitfall 

for the boat-owners and some lovely tales. 

Robin managed all this without pushing his 

own Company. | know that everyone 

present learnt from and enjoyed his talk. 

BOSHAM RALLY - |0TH MAY, 1997 

This Rally must be jinxed (someone good at English will tell me that jinx is not a verb), but on the last two occasions that we 

have been to Bosham the weather has been appalling. Only two boats braved the rain and winds, Claude Fielding and crew 

in Victoria Plum from Haslar and Barrie Marson and crew in his new Frances 36 Albertine, testing to the limit the virtues of 

a Pilot House boat. Claude had said how hard it was to get out of the marina at Haslar and he needed assistance. There 

was a message from Mowbray Whiffen to say he had not been able to get out, it was that bad. So maximum brownie points 

to Claude and Barrie. But there was a very good turnout by road, 24 sat down to a very good meal of salmon plus. Despite 

the weather that Bosham produces we can guarantee a good meal. It was pleasing to see some new members joining us for 

the Rally and also some old members attending their first Rally. At the end of the meal the Catering Manager asked me if 

we were going to have any speeches, as some Clubs do after the meal. It told her we were not that sort of a Club, we 

prefered to enjoy ourselves.
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BRIGHTLINGSEA RALLY - JUNE 7TH, 1997 

The weather at the beginning of June was not good but we found a pleasant 

slot for the Rally. Bob and | had borrowed John Lamb’s boat - Arabella Rose - 

for a week's holiday and came to Brightlingsea on the Friday evening. Arabella 

Rose carries a lot of sail and we had a spirited trip from Maldon into the 

Blackwater and around to Brightlingsea. There we meet Bob's mother and 

step-father, Kate and Ben, who enjoy coming to our Rallies so much and are 

interested in Victoria boats, so have joined the Association. We went to a fish 

restaurent in the town called Mariners, which we can heartily recommend. For 

several years Dingman Boogert has been saying that he was coming over to 

the Rally and each time he has been thwarted by adverse winds, tides etc. This 

year he had not responded so it was a lovely surprise when we found him at 

Brightlingsea already on the Friday, with a friend, all the way from Holland. On 

Saturday we took Kate and Ben for another breezy but sunny sail on Arabella 

Rose, then returned to Brightlingsea for very sociable drinks with all the other 

attenders. There were nine boats and some.members came by road. The East 

Coast members were their usual generous selves and the wine and spirits 

flowed for a ‘happy hour’. We then all gathered at the Sailing Club for a meal. 

Bob and | set off the next day for a week’s holiday and the weather did a 

downward turn each day. But it was a good gastronomic tour - we can 

recommend the Fish and Chips at the Bar at Titchmarsh Marina, the Butley 

Oysterage and Murray’s in Ipswich - all fishy. 

BBQ - JUNE 28TH, |997 

This is beginning to sound like a weather report, but the weather in the week 

preceeding the BBO could not have been less inviting for such an event. 

Victoria Yachts hired a small marquee at the last minute as it looked as if it 

would continue to pour and be cold. As it happened the evening was not too 

bad - everything being relative - but understandable the turnout was poor 

because people quite sensibly did not think it a good way to spend a 

potentially wet evening. Our thanks though to Victoria Yachts for the 

organisation. | was not there, having committed myself to do the cooking at 

another BBQ, but we had the forethought to arrange for it to be in a farm 

barn.
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CHERBOURG RALLY - !2 JULY 1997 

  

The original plan was that Bob and | were to go over to Cherbourg in lan 

Gibson's newly launched Victoria 38, but unfortunately lan was moving house 

that weekend. He generously allowed us still to use his boat - and she is 

beautiful. We were not able to test out its sailing skills however, other than for 

a brief period in the night and then when we got back into the Solent on the 

return journey, as it was a flat calm weekend. 5 boats assembles after 

‘motoring’ to Cherbourg and it was good to welcome Mr. & Mrs. Martin in 

Sealark to their first Rally. We had a very good meal in a restaurent 

recommended and arranged by Claude Fielding, but it was a very amusing 

evening also. The electricity kept on tripping off, and the switch to reset this 

was behind a mirror, which was behind where we were sitting. | think it is no 

exaggeration to say that this cupboard was opened at least 20 times. Every 

time the electricity went off, the fans went off and the aeration unit for the live 

lobster’s tank stopped. So the poor lobster was in danger of being boiled in its 

tank. The occurrence became more and more frequent, and it was obvious 

that the failings were affecting the working of the kitchen, although lovely food 

still kept coming. But finally a very irate Chef appeared with streams of french 

directed at the Madame and the offending cupboard. The system gave out 

completely when we got to coffee and they had to confess that they were 

unable to produce coffee for us. So Claude provided good food and 

entertainment. Some of the Rally members were staying on to see the 12 July 

fireworks, which we are told are particular good at Cherbourg and you get a 

grand stand view if you position yourself right in the Marina.
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THAMES RALLY - 29 AUGUST, 1997 

This was definitely the best Thames Rally yet. 2 and a bit boats attended. Sam 

and Sybil Weller had the good idea of hiring a boat to come to the Rally but 

unfortunately the distance from the start was too great, so they came part way 

by boat and the rest by road, hence the bit. But the Probert’s and Theobalds 

made it, with the Moss’s and Tarrs as crew and the Theobalds had friends 

aboard. Others came by road to make a party of 16. We ate at the Great 

House, Sonning, arranged by David Probert and Brenda. The restaurent had 

said that they would like us to eat in relays as they like to cook food fresh so 

David had asked for adjoining tables. As they put us at round tables we ended 

up at diametrically opposite ends of a long dining room. Our waiter seemed 

to have to scurry back to the kitchen for confirmation of anything asked. We 

were amused when the answer to ‘what is the soup of the day’ came back as 

Tomato or Minestrone but you have got to finish the Minestrone before you 

can order the Tomato - or it may have been the other way round. More 

scurrying went on when asked what sort of steak it was. Then | heard chat 

they had the cheek to tell the other table who came in after us, that they were 

delayed because we took so long to order. No matter the food was very good 

when it came, in lovely surroundings and a 

good time was had by all. 

ye | Meine
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David was disappointed with the attitude of the Restaurent and had asked that the 

letter he wrote be printed :- 

Annual Victoria Shadow Association Rally 

We were all extremely upset last Saturday evening when our two tables, as 

previously requested in my fax to you dated 26 August, stated that they 

would need to be in close proximity of each other, could not have been 

further apart. 

There would have been enough room at one end of the room to put two 

tables of eight closer to each other, be it round or long tables. Even other 

diners were commenting “there is loads of room at this end of the room, 

you could have had two tables there or even in the alcove area”. 

I feel that we should have been advised in advance if this was not going to 

be possible. Most of our members had driven up from the South Coast, 

Bristol and East Sussex for this annual event on to spend 15 minutes 

together at the start of the evening, which is not the general idea. By the 

end of the meal it was time for the people who had come by road to leave 

as most had at least a two hour journey. 

The evening was further blighted upon being informed by the Maitre ‘D’ 

that one of the choices from our Table d’hote was “‘off” (the Duck) which 

was replaced by steak to the annoyance of some of our guests and to add 

further insult to injury the choice of soup changed in mid-order from 

Cream of Tomato to Minestrone. All in all not the kind of service one 

would expect from one of Berkshire’s premier riverside restaurents. Our 

members were sorely disappointed although the overall quality of the food, 

when finally served, was of the highest standard. 

Comments the following day from those who had come by boat were that 

in future we should return to other establishments in Windsor, Marlow and 

Henley etc. where we were treated with much higher respect. | trust this 

message is conveyed to your managerial colleagues. 

Yours sincerely, 

David Probert 

for and on behald of the Victoria Shadow Association 

13
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HYTHE RALLY - |3 SEPTEMBER, 1997 

This was disappointing from the point of view of the number of boats 

mooring into the Hythe Marina but we had a good turn out of 

members, several coming over from Southampton on the Ferry. Sam 

Bourne (Chairman of Victoria Yachts Ltd.) and his wife joined us and it 

was again good to welcome Mr & Mrs. Cosker and Mr. & Mrs. Woods 

to their first Rally, We ate in an Italian restaurent, which Bob and | had 

had to try out for you earlier in the year, and it is excellent. - Don 

Ciro. Hythe Marina is a pleasant mooring hole and several members 

were pleased to have been introduced to it for future reference. As 

one of our members, Chris Hewitt, is on the lock at weekends, you can 

be sure of a welcome.



  This year it blew till the middle of March, very bard, day in and 

day out. Boats we met who bad just crossed the Atlantic didn't 

know what had bit them. Where was the sunny Caribbean with ils 

steady 20 knot trade winds and sparkling seas. Instead we had 

sunny days interspersed with violent squalls, sometimes lasting an 

bour or more and winds that rarely dropped below 30 knots. 

The seas were huge, kicked up by the weather systems far away in 
the north Atlantic. It made for bair-raising sailing ..... but more of 

that later. 

  

We dragged ourselves away from the peace and seclusion of windy 

Chatham Bay on January Sth and sailed back to Mayreau to mect our 
visitors, Karen and Ian (Alan's niece and her husband) who were 

joining us for three weeks. They were going to stay at Dennis' 

Hideaway on Mayreau and come day sailing with us. We were 

looking forward to introducing them to the Caribbean. They had to 
fly to Barbados, change to a small inter-islander to Union Island 

where Dennis was to meet them in his yacht, then sail to Mayreau. 

They arrived at dusk to find us anchored next to Dennis' mooring. It 

was a great re-union, we hadn't seen them since their wedding just 
before we left England. 

We started next day with a short sail back to Union Island to 

provision. Provisioning always seems to absorb a whole day by the 
time water has been jugged in jerry cans (note the Americanisms!), 

diesel also, supermarkets visited, vegetable sellers haggled with. As is 

usual in the smaller Caribbean islands the small supermarkets hold a 

lot of promise at first glance but have little to offer when you 

actually start shopping. We stocked up on the usual staples of rice, 

flour, tuna, tinned tomatoes and frozen chicken then ran out of ideas. 

We are thinking of writing a book called "Two Hundred Tasty Tuna 

Tomato Treats". We also bought pasta complete with its families of 

little black pasta creepy crawlies. They float to the top when you 

cook it and can be scooped off.The trouble is that if each package of 

pasta isn't tightly sealed in a ziplock bag they multiply and infest 

other packages! So far we've managed to contain them fairly well. 
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Flour hatches out as well with mealy bugs if not eaten fairly quickly - a valuable source 

of protein, makes delicious critter cake, sorry, carrot cake. 

Stocked up for a week or two we headed back to Mayreau for an evening swim/bath and 

sundowners as the sun set magnificently behind the sharp crags of Union Island. During 
the next few weeks we visited the Tobago Cays, Petit St Vincent, Palm Island, Cannouan, 
Chatham Bay and finally Bequia. While snorkelling out at the Tobago Cays I found a large 

puffer fish under a coral ledge and stayed to guard it while Alan swam back to fetch 

Karen and Ian to come and have a look. Suddenly I sensed that I was not the only one 

looking this baby face in the eye, and glanced over my shoulder to find that I was 
sharing a small expanse of sea with a large nurse shark. I managed to hold my nerve and 

swam gently away then accelerated towards the dinghy. Nurse sharks are supposed to be 

harmless if you don't bother them and ,so we have been told, if they mouth you it isn't 

that they're hungry, just curious. However, to me a shark is a shark and I wasn't about to 

hang around and experiment. 

We found a coral head where a charter boat had been regularly feeding the fish and 

spent several happy hours swimming with these over friendly and greedy creatures. 

They were so tame we were able to take photos close up (not yet developed however) 

and generally gambol around in the warm sea. We saw and swam with many beautiful 

large Southern Stingrays. They glide so gracefully through the water it is a treat to 

bchold. There were usually a few little Electric Rays in the sand under the boat and 
occasionally a few squid around the anchor chain. Karen and Jan dived Mayreau Gardens 

with Dive Grenadines and came back ecstatic at what they had seen. 

Dennis' small daughter Kate was being christened at the little church on the island and 

he and his wife Kate kindly invited all of us to the event. This was a serious but very 

enjoyable event attended by miscellaneous villagers dressed in their best, the Prime 

Minister of the Grenadines who was a god parent, and several of the local dogs. The 
music was provided by two guitarists and a small boy on the bongo drums and the 

singing lead by a very enthusiastic lady who seemed to decide on the spur of the 

moment what to sing and when to sing. All through the ceremony people wandered in 
and out of the church, some locals and some tourists. After the ceremony we went back 

to Dennis' restaurant for a sumptuous feast complete with champagne. Ian kindly 
videoed the proceedings and on his return to England made up a special video of the 

event and sent it to Kate's mother who was unable to attend the event. Dennis and Kate 

made us very welcome on the island and looked after both us and Karen and Ian very 

well. We can certainly recommend Dennis' Hideaway for a holiday but you would need 
several good books and a relaxed attitude as Mayreau is a tiny island with only 200 

inhabitants. 

On the way back down to the bay after the christening we spotted a poor donkey with 

a tin can firmly stuck to a hind hoof. We tried to pull the can off but couldn't. Later that 

day Karen and Ian managed to sort the poor creature out with the help of a local lass 

who was single handedly trying to improve the life of the many donkeys on the island. 

Unfortunately they scavenge in the rubbish tip and often get hurt. 

Three weeks flew by and it was time to sail Karen and Ian up to Bequia. We had 

another glorious sail and even caught a tuna - our first catch since arriving in the 
Caribbean. We had grilled tuna fillet for four that evening and tuna casserole the next. 

Eight meals from one fish! 

As it was Thursday night we visited the Frangipani Hotel for the steel band, our fourth 

visit to this delightful weekly event. Karen and Ian didn't have far to go home, they were



staying at the hotel (owned by the Prime Minister of the Grenadines). Karen and Ian bane 

squeezed in another dive and whetted my appetite with their descriptions of what they 

saw. For something a little different we hired bikes and cycled around Bequia, visiting wie é 
the turtle hatchery on the north coast and the Whaling museum in Friendship Bay, on 

arriving back at the Schooner Inn at sundown for happy hour rum punch. Four very 

happy people wobbled back along the main street to return the bikes after dark then 

rounded off the day with a pizza treat. 

Next day we laid a second anchor as the holding is notoriously poor off the Frangipani 

Hotel, a thin layer of sand over hard marl, and the Bequia Blast was funneling down the 

harbour. We took Karen and Ian to the airport and on our return found that we had = 
dragged both anchors, a 35lb CQR with 30 metres of chain and a 33lb Bruce with 30 

feet of heavy chain and 30 metres of warp in 3 metres of depth. As we were now on top 

of a mooring we had to move so hauled up both anchors, moved to the Schooner Inn 

side of the harbour and laid out two anchors again, putting out 10 times the depth in 

scope again. We rewarded ourselves with a lunchtime beer after digging the anchors in 

well and sat and watched while Jack Nesbitt slowly dragged both anchors again. Beer 

finished, we hauled it all in and went across off Princess Margaret beach where it was £ 

rolly but good holding. We set the CQR, 10 times scope again, and watched ourselves _ 
slowly edging backwards. We set the Bruce as well and finally held. It was blowing 30 

knots and gusting 35. For the next few days we watched boats dragging all over the 

harbour and tried to discourage anyone, particularly charter boats from anchoring in 

front of us. Salvage was good and brought a new interest to snorkelling. We retrieved a 

large brown towel, a swimsuit which fitted me but had kangaroos on it, a canvas bag, a 

fork, and a can opener. Karen and Ian had found a torch for us in Saline Bay, the only 
one on this boat that still works! It was strange being alone again, we had had a lot of 

fun and Karen and Ian had spurred us on to do more sailing than we would otherwise 

have done. Long term cruisers tend to sail to get from one place to another, buit we had 

had several weeks of sailing for fun! Thanks Karen and Jan and we hope you'll come 

and join us again before too long! 

With a forecast of slightly lighter winds, 25 gusting 30, we set off for St Vincent. It was a 
blustery day but only a short hop so we towed the dinghy. Halfway across we noticed 

that the towing eyes had pulled out, the oars crossed themselves athwartships and the 

forward floorboard broken in two. We couldn't stop to sort it out as it was too rough 

and blowing a gale again so we carried on hoping the emergency rope would hold till 

we arrived in Wallillabou Bay. Luckily it did but once again we had a disintegrating 
dinghy. We roped the remnants together and pondered the cost of a replacement. 

Wallillabou was a delightful interlude.The boat boys, contrary to reputation were polite 

and friendly, one recognising us from our previous visit. The youngster who rowed all vo 
the way out to capture our trade as we rounded the headland was very reliable. Bread 

was delivered a 7am and he caught us a nice fish - tuna again. It was time to push on as 

we had friends visiting in Antigua in a few weeks. With a forecast of 25 to 30 knots with 

some higher gusts, and a small craft swell warning we left Wallillabou at dawn and 

headed north.This time as we cleared the lee of the island we stayed well offshore to 

avoid the race which had given us such a beating last year. Not far enough, once again 
Jack was standing on end and battling frightening seas as we sailed hard on the wind 

with two reefs in the main and half the genoa. You need sail for the drive to get over the 

swell but with the gusts hitting 40 knots at times we wondered if we should turn back. 

The thought of coming out again next morning and facing the same thing decided us to 

keep going. The yacht behind turned back and we were alone. Once clear of the race the 

seas eased a little though all things are relative and we had a rough ride to the lee of St. 
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Lucia where we managed to get just the right distance off the shore to lose the wind 

altogether! One day we'll get it right. We arrived in Rodney Bay at dusk and anchored as 

the sun set. 

We moved into the lagoon in the morning for some peace and quiet and anchored in 
firm, safe, sticky mud.The next four days were spent repairing the dinghy, provisioning, 
and fixing the log - a blade had fallen off the impeller. The electronics shop had a spare 

impeller luckily. We also managed to get our gas bottles filled for the first time since 

Icaving Trinidad. We were down to the last gasp. We found some old friends heading 

south on their steel yacht Brilleau, enjoyed several sundowners with them and swapped 

charts, they gave us the guide to the Intra Coastal Waterway and we gave them charts of 

‘Trinidad and Tobago and our old fish identification book as we'd splurged on the more 

comprehensive Paul Humann bible. 

Our sail from St Lucia to Martinique was fabulous, a broad reach for a change and an 

exhilarating ride in the usual 30 knot + winds and we saw a whale, a huge whale fairly 

close. He lifted his great tail and hovered silhouetted against the blue sky, picture 

postcard perfect. | wanted to go closer but Alan, being the sane one of the two of us, 

declined. As we sailed past he lay on the surface, huge, docile and brown. He was bigger 

than us by half a length. What a treat! We tacked up the Rade du Fort de France and 

were heading for Anse Mitan when we saw Brilleau in Anse L'Ane so ran back to join 

them. We'd not stayed in this anchorage before and found it rolly and bouncy from the 

wash of the ferry boats so only stayed two nights - long enough to ferry across to Fort 
de France to clear customs and buy cheese and wine, after all, what else do you do in 

France? 

We still had miles to go so spent our last night in the tranquil and deserted Anse Noir, 

only to be woken at 2am with a booze and cruise boat amusing the passengers by 

waking up slumbering yachties with a bright flashlight and pounding music - bizarre. 
We left at dawn and had an exhilarating sail up the coast of Martinique and across to 
Dominica including a spectacular squall of 38 knots off the north coast of Martinique. 

Once again we contemplated turning back but decided again to keep going. Why were 

we the only boat out again! Half way across we decided we were getting accustomed to 

this sort of weather and were even enjoying it. It's dangerous to get complacent. After a 

very long day indeed we made Prince Rupert Bay at nightfall and crept carefully in to 

anchor off the Coconut Beach Hotel for the night. We didn't plan to clear in so left the 

yellow flag flying and departed at dawn again. 

It blew hard as we rounded the northern tip of Dominica but we were just able to lay a 
course for Marie Galante hard on the wind. We hadn't visited Marie Galante before, in 
fact few boats do as it is unusual to get a good wind slant. It was a tough wet sail but a 

beautiful sunny day and worth it to anchor off a lovely golden sandy beach off the port 

of St Louis. We were followed in by a customs launch and for the first time were boarded 

and rummaged. They were very polite about it but spent several hours going through 

lockers and examining our log and paperwork. It was still blowing hard so sadly we 

decided not to risk our dilapidated dinghy for a ride ashore. 

We spent some time studying charts and deciding where next, We could run downwind 

to the Saintes but had spent some time there on both our northbound and southbound 

trips last year. The forecast was for wind, wind and more wind and the small craft 

warning was still in effect due to the swell. There were very few boats on the move, 

vastly different to our previous cruises through the islands. We decided to head for the 

southeast coast of Guadeloupe as it is infrequently visited and promised some



interesting harbours. After two days rest we struck out again for the short hop to net 

Guadeloupe, 15 or so miles. With two reefs in the main and a third of the genoa we , 
headed off. It was rough! The seas were on the beam and we were wet. We were hone 

enjoying it though and once again commented that we were getting used to these ot 

boisterous conditions. It was blowing steadily at 25knots, with occasional gusts over 35 = 

but the seas were much bigger than expected. 

Suddenly we were caught by two monsters in quick succession. The first knocked us 4 

over, the second washed over us. Alan was at the helm and hung on for dear life standing 

on the cockpit coaming. I found myself standing on the port sheet winch holding onto 

the starboard sheet winch and standing virtually upright. Oh no! This time we've really 

caught it! Water was washing over the bridge deck, no washboards in.The cockpit was wk 

full. Then Jack bobbed upright and nonchalantly carried on.The cockpit drains gurgled 

and the cockpit emptied. With trepidation I looked below expecting to see a flood and 

things everywhere but to my amazement it was dry.The only thing that had moved was 

our teddybear who had done a double front flip across the cabin. Then I looked at the 
port spray dodger. It was hanging in tatters having done its best to emulate a water 

scoop. The guard rails had been submerged. Shades of the Atlantic crossing. So much for 

getting used to this kind of weather! We abandoned our attempt to cross these 
mountainous seas to the southeast coast of Guadeloupe as we thought it would be 

impossible to enter the harbours anyway and made for the safety of Point a Pitre 

hugging the coast to get any lee there was. It was a fast and furious sail, under 4 hours 

from anchor up to anchor down and 18 miles logged. 

We talked to a few of the British boats anchored off the marina. They had crossed the 

Atlantic this year and were tired and frightened by the conditions they had met in the 

Caribbean. Some years it is just like this and some years it isn't. We rested for a couple of 

days and enjoyed chocolate croissants and french coffee. Investigations revealed that the 

bridges (there were now three) over the Riviere Salee through the middle of 

Guadeloupe opened on Saturday morning and Monday morning only and at five am. 

Sunday evening we crept up the river into the mangroves to anchor below the first two 

bridges. The buoyage system is "red right returning”, the American system but for some 

reason the French decided that you were returning both going up the river and coming jets 

down with the point of confluence between two red buoys. After nearly going aground 

and much searching with the forward looking echo sounder we determined that you left 
the first red buoy to starboard and the second to port to stay in the channel, c'est la vie! 

There were a dozen boats waiting to make the passage and one American with a herding 

instinct was trying to organise everyone and find someone who had done the passage 

before to lead. We kept quiet as we had done the passage before and had gone aground! 

With the third new bridge in operation the bridge master had work to do. First he 
opened the northern bridge to let southbound traffic through. Then he closed it and 

drove to the pair of southern bridges, opened them, waited for the southbound yachts to 

clear, counted the northbound yachts in, closed the bridge, drove back the north bridge 

and opened it to let the northbound yachts through. When all this first started he didn't 

tell people there was another bridge and most northbound yachts would anchor past 

the first pair of bridges for breakfast. After all, it was 5 am and pitch dark and the 

channel through the myriad of mangroves was unmarked and unlit. After waiting in vain 

for yachts to appear he had taken to standing on the bridge bascule and shouting at 

each yacht "another bridge!". 

We followed the fleet through the dark mangroves using a flashlight to stay in the 

channel and hoping the leader knew the way until we came across the bright lights of
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the airport runway just before the last bridge. The fleet was jilling around waiting for the 

bridge master and listening to the American herdsman on the radio give his helpful 

running commentary. We were towing the remnants of our dinghy as we had needed it 

to find the channel last time we had come through. We were tail end Charlie and the 
yacht in front (Walkabout) meandered slowly till the fleet was out of sight then decided 

to anchor. We called them on the radio for permission to pass and started a new 
friendship. We were now on our own again and bottom scraped out way forward as the 

dawn broke. We emerged from the mangroves in daylight and picked our way out 

through the coral reefs where we had planned to stop for breakfast, a snorkel and to 

deck the dinghy for the crossing to Antigua. 

Outside the reef it was rough with a brisk wind blowing on the nose of course. It was 
Alan's birthday so we decided to call it a day and anchor off Port Louis on the northwest 

coast of the eastern wing of Guadeloupe. We motored over, rolling well and anchored. 

The litthe harbour and dinghy dock were nowhere to be seen, swept away by a 
hurricane no doubt. We anchored off the town anyway, it looked so nice and there were 

no other boats. The anchor seemed to have bitten but just to be sure Alan dived on it in 

beautiful clear water. It hadn't bitten, the bottom was hard rock with an inch of sand. 

‘Try as we might we couldn't find a soft patch. It was like a skating rink.As we were 

trying to anchor Walkabout arrived.They laid two anchors and thought they were 

secure, but after a quick conference with them we decided to head on down to a tiny 
village called Petit Canal where the holding was good in mangrove mud a mile offshore. 

It was a tortuous route through coral reefs with bearings on red roofs, ruined buildings, 

town halls but the pilot book proved absolutely right and we were soon snuggly at 

anchor. We called the folks on Walkabout and passed on the directions but they decided 

to stay put at Port Louis. We went ashore in search of a restaurant for a birthday treat for 

Alan but found the town boasted one supermarket, one ironmongery, and three driving 

schools, not a restaurant or bar in sight. We made do with corned beef hash and 

cabbage. Well, it was a change from tuna. 

We were glad we had moved as the wind increased steadily all day till it was blowing 

the best part of a steady gale again. There were two days left before our friends arrived 

in Antigua and as they only had ten days we wanted to be there to greet them. We 

departed at dawn reversing all the bearings to follow the route out and passed Port 

Louis at 7am. The forecast was at 8am so we headed on out planning to turn back if the 
forecast proved too bad. At 8 o'clock we were told to expect up to 20 knots of wind 

with occasional gusts to 25. Fantastic! An hour later we were barrelling along in a 

sustained 45 knot squall with driving rain. It flattened the seas and washed the salt off 
the boat. We debated turning back, but again couldn't face the thought of trying again 

next day. We were certainly putting the boat and ourselves through our paces. We 

battled on as the wind eased to a mere 30 to 35 knots. We were on a close reach and 

getting 7 knots on the log - amazing for such a heavily laden boat. Once we got used to 

it, it was great sailing and we arrived off Jolly Harbour on the west coast of Antigua at 

3pm, having sailed having sailed 49 miles since 8am and seen only one other yacht out. 

Jolly Harbour is a new development named not for fun, but after Nelson's "Jolly boats" 

which were careened in the lagoon here. We had no chart and no description in any 

pilot book so were reluctant to go in as it was blowing hard. We anchored off the 

entrance and Alan dinghied in for a recce. He found customs but they insisted on seeing 

the boat. We had had enough for the day so anchored overnight around the corner in 

Five Islands Harbour. We had expected to see many yachts here but there were only 

three including us. Where had all the yachts gone? The Caribbean was deserted! 

Customs was dealt with the next day and they kindly let us stay on their pontoon free



while we filled our water tanks and bought some fresh food.A short motor to Deep Bay, hes 
a beautiful protected anchorage and we were in time for our friends arrival that evening . 
at the Ramada Hotel at the head of the bay. Deep Bay is the best anchorage on the west yas. 

coast of Antigua, but again only a small handful of yachts. We spent nearly two weeks ont 
here and were sometimes the only yacht. _ 

It was blowing hard - again, had it ever stopped. At least we had plenty of amps from mn 

the wind generator which never stopped, much needed as our new third battery had = 

died within a week and we had dumped it in Bequia on the promise of a refund from 

the supplier and were back to two domestic batteries and a hungry fridge. Two anchors 

had become the norm and with Jack secured we went ashore to greet Jayne, Tom and 

baby Alistair. We had last seen them eighteen months ago in the Canary Islands and were 

looking forward to seeing them ali. Alistair had been barely a year old then. It was an 

excellent ten days during which we made good use of the hotel facilities as it never 
stopped blowing even though it was nearly the end of February. Walton had been right! mm 
We managed to take Jayne,Tom and Alistair out twice, once to Jolly Harbour where they mt 

let us stay for the day on the fuel pontoon as things were so quiet, and once north to 

Dickenson Bay. Alistair loved the dinghy and would don his life jacket for a ride 

whenever he spotted the dinghy on the beach. Half an hour in the dinghy and he was 

fast asleep. We became very adept at passing a sleeping baby from dinghy to yacht and 

into a bunk. 

Alistair entertained us daily with his cried of "looky, looky" as an aeroplane passed 

overhead - "more, more". Similarly with windsurfers, jet skis, pelicans, sailing dinghies or 

anything that moved on the water. Tom wanted a sail on one of the hotels sailboards 

and convinced the guy in charge that I knew what I was doing as I had-sailed across the 

Atlantic. The manager was pretty sceptical and described Atlantic sailing as "you just set 

the elctronics and put the sails up and go! A piece of cake compared with sailing a 

sailboard". Alan sensibly kept out of it.Tom and I managed to capsize on our second pass 

along the beach, then get the mast stuck in the sand. Luckily we righted the board and 

got sailing again before the manager reached us in his inflatable so pride was saved. 

As always, all good things come to an end rather more rapidly than expected and before 

we knew it we were waving good-bye again. Thankyou Jayne, Tom and Alistair for a great 

ten days - we look forward to seeing you next year. 

The north coast of Antigua was unexplored territory and we harboured dreams of 

visiting Barbuda so we made our way round to Parham Harbour where we could get 

water and fuel at Crabbs Quay and clear customs for our departure. The wind was still 

strong but the forecast promised it would ease in a day or two. We anchored off 

delightful little Maid Island next to Walkabout who we had finally met over sundowners 

in Deep Bay. It was a great opportunity to scrub the bottom to get rid of the forest that 

had grown while we were in Rodney Bay Lagoon. Inner harbours are great for shelter 

but havens for marine life which all seems to hitch a free ride. Crabbs Quay was deathly 

quiet, no yachts about at all, just one forlorn Swede sitting on his engineless yacht in the 

haulout bay with his rig in pieces hoping for someone to turn up to tow him out to the ys 

dock. We obliged and he was very grateful, but still insisted that engines were a waste of . 

time (unless they were other people's of course!). There was a laundry at the boatyard, 

an unexpected bonus and a chance to wash sheets and towels so it was a busy 

afternoon, culminating in a quick trip around to Parham village for a few supplies then a 

race back through the reefs to Dickenson Bay in front of a heavy rainsquall and 

gathering dusk. We won that one luckily and anchored off the pleasure pier for the night 

ready for an early start to Nevis in the morning. With the persistent ground swell and 

strong winds Barbuda was out of the question. 
21
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It was a truly glorious sail to Nevis, downwind with a moderate swell and 16 to 18 knots 

of wind. The forecasters had got it wrong, and we could have gone to Barbuda, but 

that's the luck of the draw. Rounding the south end of Nevis we sailed up to the 

beautiful Pinney's Beach and dropped anchor just in time for a sundowner as the day 

died. Perhaps as it was now March the winds had eased, after all, Walton had said it 

would blow till the end of February.The swell persisted and the anchorage was a little 
rolly but in front of us was a vast expanse of deserted beach, and with us only two other 

yachts, 

Nevis is the quietest, quaintest, friendliest little island we have visited and we spent 

three days enjoying its charms. It doesn't sound like long but our friends on Dream 

Catcher were due back in Tortola on the 14th March and we wanted to meet with them 

for a Jast month's cruising before they returned to Canada. We hired two rather rickety 
old bikes, packed a picnic lunch and pedalled slowly off around the island. We stopped 

at the first place we saw that did coffee. We then stopped at the second place we saw 

that did coffee and were entertained by two very friendly and cuddly dogs, one of which 
went fishing in the shallows on the beach, standing up to his knees and watching for a 

fish which he would grab in his mouth then toss away. On the north east coast we lay 
in a deserted field and watched the surf breaking on the rocks below while we ate our 

picnic. A little further on we stopped at a little shop for a cold beer and were startled 

when an elderly local gentleman walked in, saw us, muttered "white people”, and left 

again. After the beer the going got tougher as we had to climb the plateau at the 

southern end of the island. We resorted to walking and eventually the terrain flattened 

out and it was a downhill run back into Charlestown. 

St Kitts beckoned though the pilot book didn't make much of it. We sailed up there, 

looked at the harbour where we would have to anchor to clear in and promptly sailed 

back to Nevis again for a last night at Pinney's Beach. Next stop Eustatia,a morning's sail 
away in pleasant conditions. The harbour at Orangestadt is tiny and poorly protected by 

the new sea wall but it is the only anchorage. We rolled dramatically and as the day drew 

on were joined by several other yachts which rolled dramatically also, even the 70 

footers of which there were two. By coincidence one of them was the yacht we had 
been next to in Peake's Yard in Trinidad. We spent the afternoon looking around the 

town as the forecast was good for making St Barts next day,an upwind haul.As we were 

departing in the morning we were delighted by a small businesslike tug boat chugging 

around the harbour proudly bearing the name "Edward Pancake". It proved to be a great 

sail to St Barts, a close reach in moderate winds and moderate seas and as a bonus we 
caught a dorado, our favourite fish. We arrived in Gustavia, St Barts just after lunch so 

spent the afternoon gazing in amazement at the wealth displayed on this tiny island. 

We needed a bank to sort out some currency. Nevis used Eastern Caribbean Dollars, EC's, 

Eustatia used Netherlands Antilles Florins, NAFs, being Dutch, St Barts was French so 

required francs, our next stop St Maarten was Dutch, back to NAFS, except on the 

French side of the island St Martin where it was francs again. We also needed to clear 

customs so the afternoon passed quickly with a stroll past expensive perfumerics, 

jewelry shops, designer clothes shops, all with price tags way beyond our means. We 

treated ourselves to a beer and returned to the boat for supper. Up early again with a 

good forecast after another rolly night and headed off to St Maarten, you never knew 

when the wind would pick up again. No fish this time despite trailing two lures. The 

fish like the yachts have deserted the Caribbean this year. It was a short run to Groot 
Baic, Philipsberg, St Maarten where we hoped to pick up a dinghy duty free. Groot Baie 

had a big swell running in, but we anchored anyway and went ashore to clear customs 

and find a dinghy.



Our choice of dinghy was restricted by the need to stow it on the deck under the main Beh 

boom where we had just over six feet to play with, however, if we could get a small rigid my 

inflatable it might just fit back to front with the rear pontoons either side of the mast pes 

and the nose through the window in the spray hood. We took careful measurements nt 

and found a Caribe C8, a really robust little dinghy with very fat pontoons and a double _ 

fibreglass floor. It would be touch and go for fit but we went for it anyway. Our 2hp 

outboard was going to struggle to push the new dinghy so we threw discretion to the i 

winds and bought a Mariner 5hp as well.Alan drove the new rig back to the boat and | 5 

followed in our old one. Guess what? It was blowing hard again and a nasty swell 

occasionally breaking, was running into the harbour. We were in for a rough night and it 

was too late to go anywhere else as the bridge into Simpson Bay Lagoon was long since 
closed. We managed to get both outboard engines aboard Jack and lashed in the cockpit 

then locked the dinghies alongside, one each side. It was a rough and uncomfortable 
night and next morning Bill from Walkabout dinghied over to tell us the boat next to 

him had lost their dinghy during the night and might be interested in buying out old re 

one, 

Sure enough they were, and Alan took the owner ashore to the bank to draw some 
money. Meanwhile the dinghy and outboard they had borrowed blew upside-down. They 

were not having much luck. Alan returned and we put the 2hp back on the old dinghy 

ready to take it across to the potential new owners for a trial run.Then a squall hit, 

peaking at fifty knots of wind, banshees howling in the rigging. Both our dinghies 

became airborne, each of us frantically trying to stop our charge from flipping. They 

were flying, one out each side of the boat. In a lull in the wind we hastily removed the 

outboards again. A small coaster dragged ominously towards one of the cruise ships 

anchored in the harbour entrance. This was not the place to be. As soon as possible we 
rigged the outboards again and took the old dinghy to the new owners. A quick ride 

around the bay, money changed hands and we couldn't believe our luck. Time to depart 

to catch the 5pm bridge into Simpson Bay Lagoon for some peace from the swell. 

We motored around and joined the queue to go in. You are apparently supposed to & 

dinghy ashore and request permission to enter from the bridge master and sign a 

disclaimer as there are so many hurricane wrecks in the lagoon. We were too late to do 

this so just joined the end of the queue. Half the boats were in and the bridge closed for 

an ambulance. Please open again we prayed, as did the other waiting boats. Eventually 

the bridge master took pity and opened up again, we all raced in to find ourselves in a 

bottleneck of shallow water with huge charter boats maneuvering stern in to the nearby 

docks. Our forward looking echo-sounder came into its own finding a spot to anchor. 

Every gap we headed for seemed to contain a wreck or a shoal. Eventually we found a 
spot in front of old friends from last year, Bob and Bonnie on Duchess 1. 

It was now the 14th and Dream Catcher should be in Tortola waiting for us. The forecast 

was not nice so we stayed put and phoned BVI Yacht Charters to see if they new where 

Dream Catcher was.They did. Dream Catcher was in Culebra waiting for a weather 

window and expected to be in Tortola on the 19th. We used the few days grace to wait 

for a weather window for the 90 mile run to the British Virgin Islands. We also caught 

up with some old friends and some more recent friends and spent every evening and 

several afternoons socialising. It blew for four days. Finally on the 19th we cleared out 

of the lagoon in the evening and anchored off in Simpson Baii for a quick dinner. We 

had stowed the dinghy on the deck and it fitted perfectly. It was, however, full of water 

between the two floors. We had been warned. We drained it and left it to dry out ready 

to repair in the BYI. All that was needed was for the drain plug fittings to be properly 

bedded and sealed. The new outboard leaked as well if we tipped it up. 
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At 8pm we departed Simpson Baii for Tortola with 10 knots of wind dead astern, but an 
awkward swell.We gave in and motorsailed. It was a beautiful night with a full moon 

and we had three cruise ships for escort for which we were grateful later in the night. 

For the first few hours it was uneventful. Alan helmed while I slept. At midnight we 

changed watches. The stars were out in force, the cruise ships patches of light all 

around. Suddenly I saw a black shape leap out of the water ahead. I looked again and a 

fast, unlit “cigarette boat" was coming straight at us jumping over the swells. 1 called Alan 
on deck but the boat shot past and disappeared into the night. We had spoken to people 

who had been approached by these boats at night - thought to be smugglers or drug 

boats trying to make a rendezvous. We decided that if we saw another one the person 

off watch would stay below and get on the radio straight away and call the cruise ships. 
It was all a little unnerving but we didn't see anymore. We were glad we hadn't shone a 

light on them. 

Dawn broke with the Virgin Islands spread out in front of us. As we entered the channel 

between Round Rock and Ginger Island we heard young Tristan calling us on the radio. 

Dream Catcher had just arrived from Culebra. We met in Road Harbor with great 

excitement.A month of just messing about in boats in these stunning islands stretched 

ahead of us. 

“Nice? It's the only thing. 

Believe me there is nothing - 

absolutely nothing - half so much worth doing 

as simply messing about in boats. 

Simply ... messing ... about ...in ... boats, 

messing ...about ...in ... boats - or with boats. 

In or out of ‘em, it doesn't matter Nothing seems 

really to matter; that's the charm of it. 

Whetber you get away, or whether you don't, 

whether you arrive at your destination or 

whether you reach somewhere else, or whether 

you never get anywhere at all, you're always busy, 

and you never do anything in particular, 

and when you've done it there's always something 

else to do, and you can do itt if you like but 

you'd much better not.” 

Water Rat to Mole 

The Wind in the Willows
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